
Breaking News: Egyptian Inventor Invents a New Source of Clean Energy 

 

PLEASE SPREAD THIS NEWS LET EVERYBODY KNOWS ABOUT IT 

This is my gift to the mankind 

 

The EVER-LASTING POWER 

New device general clean and free energy ( Permanent magnet perpetual engine ) 

 

I’m MOHAMED MAHMOUD KHALIFA 

inventor from Egypt and i invented  

Permanent magnet perpetual engine   

Patent Number : GB2485625 

read more in : http://everlastingpower.wordpress.com/ 

Magnet Power One thing which we are told, is that permanent m themselves against the 

pull of gravity when they stick on your refrigerator, but, Really? What exactly is a 

permanent magnet? Well, if you take a pi coil of wire and drive a strong electrical current 

through the coil, then that converts the iron into a permanent magnet. What length of time 

does the current need to be in the coil to make the magnet? Less than one hundredth of a 

second. How long can the resulting magnet support its own weight against gravity? Years 

and years. Does that not strike you as strange? See how long you can support your own 

body weight against gravity before you get tired. Years and years? No. Months, then? No. 

Days, even? No. ou suggesting that a single pulse for a minute fraction of a second can 

pump enough energy into the piece of iron to power does it? So, how does the magnet do 

it? The answer is that the magnet does not actually exert any power at all. In the same 

way that a solar panel does not put any effort into producing electricity, the power of a 

magnet flows from the environment and not from the magnet. The electrical pulse which 

creates the magnet, aligns the atoms inside the iron and creates a magnetic environment 

surrounding it and causes great streams of energy flow around itself. One of the attributes 

of this of your refrigerator and defy gravity for years on end. Unlike the battery, we do 

not put it in a position where it immediately destroys its own dipole, so as a result, energy 

flows around the magnet, pretty much indefinitely. do useful work. That is not true. 

Conspiracy of the Free Energy 

Most people specially the inventors don’t seem to realize it, but almost every government 

is opposed to members of public getting hold of any serious Free-Energy device ( 

although they are happy to use these device themselves ) their objective is to dominate 

and control ordinary people and major factor in that is to control the supply and cost of 

power . A second method used everywhere is to control money ( which is now been 

Measured by the oil production ) and without noticing it , governments manage to take 

away about 78% of people’s income , mainly by concealed methods , indirect taxes 

,charges , fees, etc… 

If you want to to know more about it than visit www.yourstrawman.com 



But please understand that the reason why free-energy devices are not for sale in local 

shop has to do with political control and vested financial interests and thousands has 

noting whatsoever to do with the technology . 

All technological problems have been solved, 

Literally thousands of times, but the benefits have been suppressed by those in power. 

‘Perpetual motion’ machines 

Perpetual motion is impossible?   My, you’re a difficult one to please.   The electrons 

in the molecules of rock formations have been spinning steadily for millions of years 

without stopping – at what point will you agree that they are in perpetual motion? 

So, why don’t electrons run out of energy and just slow down to a standstill?   

Quantum Mechanics has shown that the universe is a seething cauldron of energy 

with particles popping into existence and then dropping out again.   If E = mC
2
, then 

we can see that a tremendous amount of energy is needed to create any form of 

matter.   Scientists remark that if we could tap even a small part of that energy, then 

we would have free energy for our lifetime. 

The Law of Conservation of Energy is undoubtedly correct when it shows that more 

energy cannot be taken out of any system than is put into that system.   However, 

that does not mean that we cannot get more energy out of a system than we put into 

it.   A crude example is a solar panel in sunlight.   We get electrical power out of the 

panel but we do not put the sunlight into the panel – the sunlight arrives on its own. 

  This example is simple as we can see the sunlight reaching the solar panel. 

If, instead of the solar panel, we had a device which absorbs some of the energy 

which Quantum Mechanics observes and gives out, say, electrical power, would that 

be so different?   Most people say “yes! – it is impossible!” but this reaction is based 

on the fact that we cannot see this sea of energy.   Should we say that a TV set 

cannot possibly work because we cannot see a television transmission signal? 

Many people have produced devices and ideas for tapping this energy.   The energy 

is often called “Zero-Point Energy” because it is the energy which remains when a 

system has its temperature lowered to absolute zero.   This presentation is 

introductory information on what has already been achieved in this field: devices 

which output more power than they require running.   This looks as if they 

contradict the Law of Conservation of Energy, but they don’t, and you can see this 

when you take the zero-point energy field into account. 
The Dirty Energy Conspiracy – Why do they hide the radiant energy from us? 

Free Energy technology is here, now. It offers the world pollution-free, energy abundance 

for everyone, everywhere. It is now possible to stop the production of “greenhouse gases” 

and shut down all of the nuclear power plants. We can now desalinate unlimited amounts 

of seawater at an affordable price, and bring adequate fresh water to even the most 

remote habitats. Transportation costs and the production costs for just about everything 

can drop dramatically. Food can even be grown in heated greenhouses in the winter, 

anywhere. All of these wonderful benefits that can make life on this planet so much 

easier and better for everyone [can be attained once the forces that oppose such 

improvements in the quality of life have been removed]. 

Making perpetual motion is not impossible as many people think but 

I believe there is a Zionist conspiracy to hide it from all to 



dominate the world by controlling the petroleum and Measure the 

currency units using it 

Who I’m I and what I did for you 
I’m Mohamed Khalifa from Port Said @ Egypt and 

I have idea for new device generates clean and free energy 

I name it the Everlasting Power 

Literally  Will change the world 

imagine electric batteries can last for ever in every one hand? 

For two decades now I have been searching the planet for exotic free 

energy technologies that can bring us clean, renewable, practical, 

dependable, and affordable energy in a distributed manner — freeing 

us from our dependence on fossil fuels, the grid and all the control 

and pollution that comes with it. I have been of the conviction that 

the emergence of such a technology could revolutionize the planet, 

empower individuals (literally and figuratively), boost the economy, 

and help facilitate the emergence of a more peaceful, responsible, 

freedom-based civilization.Finally I found the forgetting mystery it’s one of the primary 

source of energy in the cosmos 

The Magnetic Power 

My idea device is not like any one I found in Google 

It suppose to make new permanent magnets pattern can provide continuous force 

In a single direction pointing them attraction and repulsion balance 

to produce endless movement making one magnet moves forever and using 

the intersection of lines of magnetic flux with isolated coils to 

generate free electricityIn short, this device capable of producing unlimited free energy 

with 

zero environmental impact. 

It sounds too good to be true but 

Just imagine never wanting for energy again. Imagine no coal fired 

power plants belching out black soot and pollutants to satisfy our 

gluttonous energy needs, but rather, electric generators in every 

basement. Imagine cars with NO exhaust and no engine noise that can’t 

run out of gas and deliver more horsepower than most sports cars of 

today. Imagine no gas stations contaminating our ground water, no oil 

barges or derricks spilling crude. Imagine no power lines, no pipe 

lines, no wind turbines, no solar panel arrays, no hydroelectric dams 

cluttering up our landscapes. Imagine taking a breath of fresh air 

again or basking in the sun without fear of cancer. Imagine restoring 

andPlease note that my idea like no other 

I searched the Google and I found many not working projects in 

http://www.google.com/patents 

http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/ 

http://pureenergysystems.com 

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/process/search/ 



Also I come across many articles & videos talking about (Free Energy – Pentagon 

Conspiracy to Cover up & Nikola Tesla & over-unity & free energy & zero point energy 

& Free Energy Conspiracy ( 

Those articles made limiting believe in every one mind that the ‘Perpetual motion’ 

machines its absolute imposable  
As we had been told in schools that there is a scientific consensus that perpetual motion 

in an isolated system would violate the first law of thermodynamics and/or the second 

law of thermodynamics. Machines which extract energy from seemingly perpetual 

sources—such as ocean currents—are capable of moving “perpetually” (for as long as 

that energy source itself endures), but they are not considered to be perpetual motion 

machines because they are consuming energy from an external source and are not 

isolated systems. (In reality, no system can ever be a fully isolated system.) Similarly, 

machines which comply with both laws of thermodynamics but access energy from 

obscure sources are sometimes referred to as perpetual motion machines, although they 

also do not meet the standard criteria for the name. 

Despite the fact that successful isolated system perpetual motion devices are physically 

impossible in terms of our current understanding of the laws of physics, the pursuit of 

perpetual motion remains popular. 

I know it sounds crazy breaking all Laws of motion for Newton as you know it 

But I succeeded in theory to make new device 

Can make power from nothing 

To use the magnetic power to make forever electric power 

My idea it’s really new and will change the world as you know 

What’s make the Everlasting Power different 

They all have the Common Mistakes like 

In every project I found the inventor is trying to produce the perpetual motion 

without taking into account the friction that resulting loss in energy or reaching the 

magnates to balancing point between attraction and repulsion forces 

In my idea there is not any kind of friction or any kind of energy loss 

On the contrary, the speed of the moving magnet will multiply 

Under the influence of the difference in pressure it will reach the 

speed of light 

In seconds making me believe that there are many theories Based on my 

invention device 

Like time traveling according to Einstein and 

Optical configuration of metals according to Newton theories ( accelerating the material 

to the speed of light than it will have the light properties which we can manipulate by 

Lenses and mirrors than tern it back to Other forms ) 

The Everlasting Power is small, but produces a robust amount of energy 

Can’t tell you much about the Everlasting Power now but soon 

I will publish all about it in my page 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Everlasting-Power/107017786055907 

 … To be my gift to mankind 



So I need your help to get my idea to the light (save the planet) 

How you can help 
Spread the word , Share This Page 

Publish this article in your Blog , facebook , tweeter even to your friends emails lists 

Don’t hesitate to contact me whenever needed 

      Best Regards, 

     Mohamed Khalifa 

Mobile Number: 002 0122 4096457 

Email: seabirdmarine@gmail.com 

Skype: mohammadkhalifa 

 


